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Adsorption geometry and stability of organic molecules on surfaces are key parameters that determine the observable properties and functions of hybrid inorganic/organic systems (HIOSs). Despite many recent advances in precise experimental characterization and improvements in first-principles electronic structure methods, reliable databases of structures and energetics for large adsorbed molecules are largely amiss. In this review, we present such a database for a range of molecules adsorbed on metal single-crystal surfaces. The systems we analyze include noble-gas atoms, conjugated aromatic molecules, carbon nanostructures, and heteroaromatic compounds adsorbed on five different metal surfaces. The overall objective is to establish a diverse benchmark dataset that enables an assessment of current and future electronic structure methods, and motivates further experimental studies that provide ever more reliable data. Specifically, the benchmark structures and energetics from experiment are here compared with the recently developed van der Waals (vdW) inclusive density-functional theory (DFT) method, DFT+vdWsurf. In comparison to 23 adsorption heights and 17 adsorption energies from experiment we find a mean average deviation of 0.06 Å and 0.16 eV, respectively. This confirms the DFT+vdWsurf method as an accurate and efficient approach to treat HIOSs. A detailed discussion identifies remaining challenges to be addressed in future development of electronic structure methods, for which the here presented benchmark database may serve as an important reference.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction of organic materials and molecules with metal surfaces is of widespread interest to both fundamental science and technology. The eventual control of the functionality of the formed hybrid inorganic-organic systems (HIOSs) has potential applications to a variety of fields ranging from functionalized surfaces, to organic solar cells\textsuperscript{3}, molecular electronics\textsuperscript{2}, nanotechnology\textsuperscript{3-4}, and medical implantation\textsuperscript{5}. A bottom-up approach of molecular nanotechnology promises a potential route to overcome size limitations of nanoscale devices constructed with traditional top-down approaches such as lithography based device design. An important prerequisite to such an approach is the ability to control and manipulate the structure and interactions of individual molecular building blocks mounted on well-defined surfaces. This can only be achieved with the expertise to fully characterize the adsorption geometry and fully understand the, sometimes subtle, interplay of interactions that lead to a particular molecule-substrate binding strength.

This fundamental aspect has seen a rapid development over the last few years in the surface science context, i.e. for the adsorption of large and complex organic adsorbates at close to ideal single-crystal surfaces and under the well-defined conditions of ultrahigh vacuum and low temperature\textsuperscript{6-9}. On the one hand, this development has been driven by significant methodological advancements in individual experimental techniques, such as improvements in the resolution of Scanning Tunneling Microscopy-based (STM) imaging techniques\textsuperscript{10} or surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy\textsuperscript{11}. Many of these approaches are used complementary to each other or are being combined to enhance resolution, such as is the case for STM tip-enhanced local Raman experiments\textsuperscript{12,13}. On the other hand, theoretical developments have been driven by advancements in predictive-quality first-principles calculations. The most important of which in the context of HIOSs is the efficient incorporation of long-range dispersion interactions into semi-local or hybrid Density-Functional Theory (DFT) calculations\textsuperscript{14,15}.

When applied to HIOSs, first-principles calculations face a multitude of challenges, even for single-molecules with simple adsorbate geometry. Localized molecular states of the adsorbate and the delocalized metal band structure have to be described on equal footing, whereas most currently used (and computationally tractable) approximations to the exchange-correlation (xc) functional in DFT are optimized to perform well for either one or the other. This is aggravated by the need to additionally describe dispersive interactions, which are generally not contained in such lower-rung functionals, but can easily play a dominant role e.g. in the adsorption of conjugated or aromatic molecules. The resulting interplay of dispersion interactions, wave-function hybridization, Pauli repulsion, and charge-transfer at such interfaces demands an efficient and accurate electronic structure description that is able to provide a well-balanced account of this wide range of interactions.

A number of strong contenders to this goal have been suggested, such as the recently developed DFT+vdW\textsuperscript{surf} method\textsuperscript{17,18}. However, there is still room for further improvement. This situation is nicely illustrated in Fig. 1, which compiles the predictions of the adsorption height and adsorption energy for 3,4,9,10-perylene-tetracarboxylic acid (PTCDA) adsorbed on Ag(111) as obtained by a variety of pure and dispersion-corrected xc-functionals ranging from local xc-approximations to non-local correlation based on the Random Phase Approximation (RPA)\textsuperscript{19}. Quite symptomatic for HIOSs in general, a wide spread in the predicted quantities is obtained. Without an independent experimental reference, we would thus not be able to unambiguously identify the merits and deficiencies of the individual approximations and models that underlie the methods in Fig. 1.

Reliable experimental data on geometric structure and energetics of organic-inorganic interfaces are thus urgently needed as a reference for validation and benchmarking of new and improved electronic structure methods. This reference data must thereby properly match what is calculated. Many experimental techniques to characterize the structure and energetics of HIOSs are based on probing the statistics of an ensemble of adsorbates. It is the very complex mixture of adsorbate-surface and lateral adsorbate-adsorbate interactions that drives the aspirered self-assembly of HIOSs that also gives rise to a rich structural phase behavior as a function of temperature and coverage\textsuperscript{20-23}. Care has to be taken to compare consistent arrangements at the surface in exper-
iment and theory. The targeted molecules can furthermore exhibit a pronounced element of flexibility, disorder, and structural anharmonicity. This gives rise to significant finite-temperature effects that also need to be carefully disentangled.

A correct interpretation of experiments is therefore of vital importance. If accomplished, the formulation of well-balanced, diverse sets of benchmark systems can then facilitate methodological improvements as has been shown by the success of the S22 dataset for intermolecular interactions of gas phase molecules, or the C21/X16/X23 databases of molecular crystals.

With the motivation of formulating such a set for HIOSs, we review a set of well-characterized systems of molecules adsorbed on metal surfaces for which detailed information from experiment and calculations exists. We start out with an overview of the major experimental techniques which provide reference data regarding molecular geometry and energetics of adsorbates at surfaces. We then proceed with an overview of the recent advances in DFT-based methodologies with a special focus on density-dependent dispersion-inclusive approaches such as the DFT+vdW method. Following this overview we exemplify interpretation of electronic structure results using PTCDAs on Ag(111) data as shown in Fig. 1. In the following we review and analyze the experimental data for the different systems, which range in complexity from rare-gas adatoms to large conjugated aromatics and carbon nanostructures. Based on this data we attempt a first assessment on the current level of accuracy in first-principles calculations of HIOSs, by using the DFT+vdW method.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Experimental characterization of HIOSs in ultra-high vacuum is performed with a vast set of surface science techniques (see Tab. I) based on topographic surface imaging, spectroscopy, surface scattering, and thermodynamic measurements, all of which complement each other.

Imaging techniques such as Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM), and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) play an important role in the initial characterization of adsorbate overlayers at surfaces. In the case of TEM the growth mode, surface reconstruction, the approximate thickness of and phase boundaries between adsorbate overlayers can be measured. Whereas atomic-level resolution in TEM can be achieved by now, structural analysis on the single molecule level is still difficult. Such resolution can, however, be achieved for molecular adsorbates using STM and AFM. This gives the ability to define a model of single molecule adsorbate structure and, in combination with low-energy electron diffraction (LEED), also to construct a model of the periodic surface structure and surface unit cell.

TABLE I. List of experimental techniques and their abbreviations (Abbrev.) from which interface structure, adsorbate geometry, and interaction energies can be extracted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overlayer structure, packing, and growth</th>
<th>Abbrev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transmission Electron Microscopy</td>
<td>TEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning Tunneling Microscopy</td>
<td>STM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atomic Force Microscopy</td>
<td>AFM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-Energy Electron Diffraction</td>
<td>LEED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal Emission Photoelectron Diffraction</td>
<td>PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV/ X-Ray Photoemission Spectroscopy</td>
<td>UPS/XPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy</td>
<td>XAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Resolution Electron Energy Loss</td>
<td>HREELS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adsorbate Height and Geometry</td>
<td>Abbrev.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near-Incidence X-Ray Standing Waves</td>
<td>NIXSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near Edge X-Ray Absorption Fine-Structure</td>
<td>NEXAFS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal Emission Photoelectron Diffraction</td>
<td>PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adsorption Energy</td>
<td>Abbrev.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature Programmed Desorption</td>
<td>TPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Crystal Adsorption Microcalorimetry</td>
<td>SCAM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Recent advances due to tip-functionalization with small molecules have significantly increased the applicability and lateral resolution of AFM, which is sometimes even referred to as "sub-atomic resolution AFM". Complementary to the information given by these diffraction and imaging techniques, surface spectroscopy methods such as x-ray photoemission (XPS), x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), ultraviolet photoemission (UPS), and Two-Photon Photoemission (2PPE) yield information about the changes in electronic structure along with the nature and extent of the interaction between adsorbate and substrate.

The above methods can produce the basic information of overlayer surface unit cell, lateral adsorbate arrangement, and surface chemical shift that often serve as input to construct first-principles models of HIOSs. Using methods based on DFT and many-body perturbation theory (MBPT), stable adsorption geometries can then be calculated, which may or may not support the initial experimental model. Such calculations yield additional detailed information on the individual atomic positions and the interaction strength between adsorbate and substrate. Whereas the above mentioned experimental techniques do not directly give access to geometry, validation can be achieved indirectly through e.g. the comparison of spectroscopic signatures with chemical core-level shifts and diffraction patterns obtained from an accurate ab initio model of geometry and energetics.

In turn, a relatively novel and powerful tool for validation of atomistic models are experimental techniques that enable an accurate determination of individual atomic adsorption heights and intramolecular structure based on model fitting. The most common such techniques are Near-Incidence X-Ray Standing Wave measurements (NIXSW), Normal Emission Photoelectron Diffraction (PhD), and Angular-Resolved Near Edge X-Ray
Absorption Fine-Structure (NEXAFS)\textsuperscript{49}. In NIXSW an x-ray wave at normal incidence forms a standing wave pattern with its reflection that has the same periodicity as the Bragg planes of the underlying substrate. By tuning the photon energy of incoming x-ray light, the standing wave pattern shifts and the photoelectron spectra can be measured as a function of the x-ray incidence energy. Using Fourier vector analysis, the corresponding atomic positions and the coherence of the signal can be matched with model geometries\textsuperscript{50}. The corresponding structural models are highly accurate with an experimental uncertainty in the range of 0.10 Å in the determination of the vertical heights. The disadvantages of NIXSW, similar to PhD, are the immense complexity of the spectral model fits and the need for near perfect adsorbate overlayer order. While NIXSW and PhD both yield accurate determination of vertical heights, they also provide limited information on internal molecular degrees of freedom, except for inferred information from the model structures used in the spectral fit. In this respect, angular-resolved NEXAFS serves as a powerful complementary technique that enables determination of the relative orientation and angle of chemically-distinct molecular sub-domains with respect to the surface. NEXAFS-based structural characterization has been successfully used for complex systems such as metal-adsorbed porphyrine\textsuperscript{51,52} and azobenzene\textsuperscript{53–55} derivatives.

The dominant technique employed to determine the interaction energy of adsorbates on surfaces is temperature programmed desorption spectroscopy (TPD)\textsuperscript{56}. In a TPD experiment, a sample is slowly heated at a constant rate while monitoring, at the same time, the rate of appearance of gases desorbed from the surface. The measured desorption temperature of a sufficiently diluted adsorbate overlayer ideally reflects the interaction strength of a single molecule on the surface. A variety of different techniques exist to analyze the corresponding desorption spectra, all of which are based on the Polanyi-Wigner equation (PWE). Integral methods such as the ones proposed by Redhead\textsuperscript{57} or Chan, Aris, and Weinberg\textsuperscript{58} impose an assumption on the order of the desorption reaction and additionally assume coverage-independence of both the desorption energy and the entropy-related pre-exponential factor. These methods can therefore not be applied to adsorbates exhibiting lateral interactions\textsuperscript{59}. Differential techniques to extract interaction energies such as the one proposed by King\textsuperscript{56} or Habenschaden and Küppers\textsuperscript{60} utilize a large set of desorption measurements and make no assumptions on prefactors as function of temperature and coverage. All methods share that they have been devised for the study of small adsorbates of interest at that time, therefore not addressing the characteristics of complex, extended adsorbates exhibiting strong lateral interactions and large configurational freedom\textsuperscript{61–65}.

Single crystal adsorption microcalorimetry (SCAM)\textsuperscript{66–68} is an alternative approach that does not suffer from many of the difficulties that TPD analysis faces. It has the advantage that the observed radiated heat from the surface is directly connected to the adsorption energy by knowledge of the heat capacity. The main disadvantage is the complexity of its experimental setup and calibration, resulting in the operation of only few microcalorimeters at the moment.

One important additional technique to measure the interaction strength between adsorbate and substrate is represented by AFM force pulling experiments of single molecules\textsuperscript{69,70}. The measured force law of the single molecule pulling event can be related to a model potential with a well-depth that corresponds to a free energy of desorption. This technique also opens the possibility to model different independent interaction contributions that contribute to the force pulling signal. However, there are some unresolved difficulties in relating the integrated binding energy of the force pulling event with interaction energies from first-principles calculations.

A number of spectroscopic techniques could be used as fingerprint methods to the structure and interaction strength of molecules on surfaces. Photoelectron spectroscopy, pump-probe spectroscopy such as 2PPE, and Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy yield the positions of adsorbate molecular resonances with respect to the Fermi level of the substrate\textsuperscript{71}. In combination with MBPT simulations, the image-charge potential-induced state renormalization of molecular level alignment\textsuperscript{72} can be used to gauge on the adsorption height of the adsorbate. Surface-enhanced Raman\textsuperscript{73,74} and Sum-Frequency Generation (SFG) spectroscopy are surface science techniques that have recently gained popularity and have been used to determine the layer thickness and structure of molecules on surfaces\textsuperscript{75,76}. The corresponding spectral shapes furthermore enable insight into which molecular moieties are strongly or loosely bound to the surface\textsuperscript{77}. High resolution electron-energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS) provides insight into the vibrational and electronic properties of adsorbed molecules and has been used extensively in combination with simulations to determine adsorbate structure\textsuperscript{78,79}. A significant portion of future method development in surface science will be geared towards combination of existing methods, such as STM tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy\textsuperscript{80}, four-wave mixing spectroscopy\textsuperscript{81}, or transient spectroscopy during molecular scattering\textsuperscript{82}.

III. THEORETICAL METHODS

The PTCDA molecule in Fig. 1 serves as an ideal benchmark candidate exhibiting all relevant aspects of adsorbate-substrate interaction. The terminal anhydride-oxygenes are chemically bound to the metal surface, whereas the conjugated aromatic core of the molecule induces attractive dispersion interactions between adsorbate and substrate. The relatively small adsorption height also leads to an increased Pauli repulsion of the closed-shell molecule core on the substrate. Finally, the level-alignment of molecular resonances with
respect to the Fermi level of the surface determines the amount of charge transfer between adsorbate and substrate. An accurate description of the surface-induced molecular distortion, adsorption height, and interaction strength can only be achieved by accounting for all the effects that we have mentioned above. If we also consider the system size at hand, high computational efficiency becomes an equally important factor.

DFT, as the electronic-structure method of choice in condensed matter physics, represents a good compromise between accuracy and computational efficiency. However, the above discussed interactions are often not described with sufficient accuracy using current (semi-)local and hybrid xc approximations to the exact density functional. Chemical interactions between adsorbate species and metallic substrates are captured relatively well at the level of the Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) of which the functional developed by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE)\textsuperscript{83} is a popular variant, albeit at a tendency to overestimate adsorption energies in strongly inter-acting systems\textsuperscript{84,85}. An accurate description of Pauli repulsion effects and molecular level alignment requires a more sophisticated description of exchange. The simple admixture of exact exchange on the Hartree-Fock level may simply not be sufficient\textsuperscript{86} and in some cases can even lead to an overestimation of the substrate band-width and exchange splitting\textsuperscript{87}. Several recent works have developed correlation descriptions for solids and surfaces based on the RPA\textsuperscript{19,88} and beyond\textsuperscript{89–91} in combination with different variants of (screened) exact exchange\textsuperscript{89} that promise chemical accuracy for short-range interactions between adsorbates and surfaces\textsuperscript{92}.

Admitting that several challenges remain on the level of short-range correlation and exchange, the biggest challenge in simulating HIOSs is the accurate treatment of non-local correlation effects such as dispersion interactions. Whereas the most straightforward treatment of dispersion interactions follows incorporation of non-local correlation into DFT via the Adiabatic-Connection Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem\textsuperscript{93–95}, it is certainly still limited in terms of efficiency from the computational perspective. A hierarchy of different and more efficient approaches to incorporate long-range dispersion into Density-Functional Approximations (DFAs) exists\textsuperscript{96}. These can be grouped into three major categories: (1) empirical \textit{a posteriori} dispersion correction approaches, (2) density-dependent dispersion functionals, (3) and the aforementioned correlation functionals directly based on RPA.

The first category is prominently represented by the series of methods proposed by Grimme\textsuperscript{97,98}, Grimme \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{99}. In this case, an existing DFA is complemented by a pairwise-additive correction to the total energy which exhibits the $R^{-6}$ behavior of the leading-order dispersion term based on empirical pretabulated parameters for atomic polarizabilities, dispersion coefficients $C_6$, and van der Waals radii. The connection is achieved by a damping function acting on the vdW contribution at short-range. This pragmatic approach has been applied in the description of intermolecular interactions in gas phase complexes\textsuperscript{97} and molecule-surface adsorption\textsuperscript{100}. Despite its low computational cost and fair accuracy for small molecules, its insufficient response to the local chemical environment and collective response effects along with the absence of higher-order dispersion terms lead to a significant overestimation of interaction energies for molecules at surfaces\textsuperscript{100}.

Van-der-Waals functionals (vdW-DF) are representatives of the second category of density-derived methods\textsuperscript{101,102}. An additional vdW contribution to the Hamiltonian is computed as non-local functional of the electron density by a two-point integral and a given integration kernel. This approach bears considerably more computational demand. However, recent improvements in computational efficiency\textsuperscript{103} and performance\textsuperscript{102,104} lead to a widespread use of approaches such as the vdW-DF-cx\textsuperscript{105,106} and optPBE-vdW\textsuperscript{102} functionals. Compared to the first category of methods, recent vdW-DF methods yield a considerably improved description of adsorbate structure and energetics for a number of HIOSs\textsuperscript{107,108}.

Several efficient approaches are based on a connection between a pairwise dispersion model and the electron density, namely by constructing vdW parameters such as atomic $C_6$, $\alpha_a^a$, $R_0^a$ and static atomic polarizabilities $\alpha_a$ as functionals of the chemical environment and the electron density. Such methods include the DFT+XDM approach originally developed by Becke and Johnson\textsuperscript{109–111} and the DFT+vdW approach of Tkatchenko and Scheffler\textsuperscript{112}. In the latter approach the vdW parameters $C_6$, $\alpha_a^a$, and $R_0^a$ for an atom $a$ are constructed from free-atom reference data and renormalized by the change in effective volume of the atom in the molecule. The latter effect accounts for the changes in local polarizability and chemical environment of the atomic species (see Fig. 2, top). The resulting $C_6$ coefficients show a mean absolute relative error (MARE) of 5.5% for intermolecular $C_6$ coefficients between a variety of atoms and molecules in gas phase\textsuperscript{112} The effective atomic volumes are directly derived from the density using the atoms-in-molecules scheme proposed by Hirschfeld\textsuperscript{113}. This approach has been recently modified to extract dispersion parameters directly from charge analysis enabling its use for semi-empirical and tight-binding approximations to DFT\textsuperscript{114}. Furthermore, it should be emphasized that the methods based on the Tkatchenko-Scheffler approach (DFT+vdW, DFT+vdW$^{surf}$, and DFT+MBD) are proper functionals of the electron density and, hence, should and have been implemented self-consistently in the context of DFT\textsuperscript{115}. While the self-consistency of the vdW energy can modify electronic properties of solids and surfaces\textsuperscript{115}, its impact on structures and stabilities is typically minimal (on the order of 0.001 Å and few meV, respectively). For this reason, the calculations in this manuscript were carried out without accounting for self-consistency in the vdW energy.

However, direct application of the above mentioned
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FIG. 2. Flowchart explaining the link between Lifshitz-Zaremba-Kohn (LZK) theory and the DFT+vdW method leading to the DFT+vdWsurf method.

approaches to molecules at metal surfaces leads to a significant overestimation of the adsorbate-substrate interaction as has been observed for example for azobenzene and its derivatives adsorbed at coinage metal surfaces.\textsuperscript{116–118} The recipe behind the DFT+vdW method of rescaling accurate free-atom reference vdW parameters according to the chemical environment of each atomic component often yields a highly accurate description of dispersion interactions between atoms and molecules in gas phase. However, the non-local correlation interaction between adsorbate atoms and an extended metal surface requires account of the collective many-body substrate response rather than only the local atom-atom response of individual metal atoms with the atoms of the adsorbate.\textsuperscript{119} The DFT+vdWsurf method\textsuperscript{17} accounts for this by modelling screened vdW interactions in the adsorption of atoms and molecules on metal surfaces. On the basis of the Lifshitz-Zaremba-Kohn (LZK) theory,\textsuperscript{111,120} and its equivalent formulation in terms of interatomic pairwise potentials,\textsuperscript{121,122} the collective effects of the atom-substrate interaction are projected onto renormalized $C_{6}^{S}$ coefficients that describe the dispersion interaction between adsorbate atoms $a$ and substrate atoms $S$. These coefficients are expressed in terms of an integral over the frequency-dependent polarizability $\alpha_{S}^{i\omega}$ of the adsorbate atom and the dielectric function $\varepsilon_S$ of the substrate (see Fig. 2, bottom). With this formulation, the $C_{6}^{S}$ coefficients effectively “inherit” the collective effects contained in the many-body response of the solid. Obviously, not all many-body effects of the extended surface can be treated in this effective way. While the vdWsurf method exactly reproduces the long-range vdW energy limit by construction, many-body effects closer to the surface are included approximately utilizing the electron density. Accurately treating all many-body effects in the vdW energy would require fully non-local microscopic approaches to the correlation energy, such as those based on the adiabatic connection formalism.\textsuperscript{93–95} Finally, the vdWsurf\textsuperscript{112} parameters for a given substrate species are calculated using the combination rule of the vdW method and solving $C_{6}^{S}$ and $\alpha_{S}^{\text{eq}}$ with a linear set of equations for a number of different adsorbate species (see Fig. 2, bottom).\textsuperscript{112} The resulting effective DFT+vdWsurf scheme has been applied to numerous HIOSs\textsuperscript{15,17,27,123–126} yielding adsorption geometries that are in good agreement with experiment as we will detail in the following chapters.

The DFT+vdWsurf method introduced above is generally applicable to model adsorption on solids, independent of whether they are insulators, semiconductors, or metals. The LZK theory is an exact asymptotic theory for any polarizable material and the firm foundation of vdWsurf on the LZK theory ensures its transferability. The vdWsurf approach necessitates the dielectric function of the bulk solid as an input, which can be calculated from time-dependent DFT, RPA, or taken from experimental measurements. However, the method is applicable to surfaces with any termination, defects, and other imperfections, because the vdW parameters depend on the electron density at the interface. The transferability of the vdWsurf method to different surface terminations has been recently demonstrated for adsorption on (111), (110), and (100) metallic surfaces.\textsuperscript{127}

Despite this success, several challenges remain to model dispersion interactions in HIOSs accurately. While the description of adsorption geometries seems adequate at the level of effective pairwise interactions, adsorption energies still appear systematically overestimated. This is due to the missing beyond-pairwise interactions and the neglect of the full many-body response of the combined adsorbate-substrate system.\textsuperscript{128,129} The recently developed DFT+MBD method tackles this problem by calculating the full long-range many-body response in the dipole limit.\textsuperscript{95,128,130} In short, the MBD method makes an approximation to the density-density response function, consisting of a set of atom-centered interacting quantum harmonic oscillators. Under this employed assumption, the MBD method is equivalent to RPA. Initial results for molecules on metal surfaces, which include the Xe atom, benzene,\textsuperscript{18} PTCDA, and graphene on metal
surfaces\textsuperscript{129}, are promising. However, the current MBD approach has been designed to describe the correlation problem for molecules and finite-band gap materials with atom-centered quantum harmonic oscillators, which would not fully account for the delocalized plasmonic response of free electrons in the metal substrate. Despite several remaining questions, a systematic improvement of the current MBD scheme is possible, potentially opening a path towards the exact treatment of dispersion energy at drastically reduced computational cost.

All the DFT calculations presented herein are performed employing the PBE+vdW\textsuperscript{surf} functional, by means of the full-potential all-electron code FHI-AIMS\textsuperscript{131,132} and the periodic plane wave code CASTEP\textsuperscript{133}.

### IV. INTERPRETATION OF ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE CALCULATION RESULTS

Having summarized the ingredients of many existing dispersion-inclusive electronic structure methods (see Table II), we revisit the adsorption of PTCDA on Ag(111), as depicted in Fig. 1. We do this to illustrate the wide range of interactions that need to be accounted for by a first-principles method to accurately describe HIOSSs and to establish the merits of different types of methods in direct comparison to experiment.

In the case of PTCDA on Ag(111) an accurate measurement of the adsorption height from NIXSW exists, with 2.86 Å for the average height of the carbon backbone\textsuperscript{16}. The value of adsorption energy remains to be directly measured. Several disputed estimates for the single-molecule and monolayer adsorption energy are given in literature, ranging from 1.40 to 3.46 eV\textsuperscript{17,106,129}.

The value given in Fig. 1, extrapolated from desorption measurements of the smaller homologous NTCDA molecule\textsuperscript{17}, coincidentally corresponds to the median of these estimates.

A DFT calculation based on a local description of exchange and correlation effects (LDA) underestimates the binding distance, but leads to a seemingly good description of adsorption energy. It is important to note that this apparent agreement stems from an incorrect balance between short-range kinetic, electrostatic, and xc contributions\textsuperscript{135}, and that LDA does not include any long-range dispersive interactions. DFAs based on a semi-local xc-description, namely GGAs, such as PBE\textsuperscript{136}, result in the opposite extreme case: The functional also lacks any description of long-range correlation, but offers a better description of covalent bonding contributions. The result is negligible binding to the surface as indicated by a large overestimation of adsorption height and underestimation of adsorption energy.

This insufficient description of long-range correlation makes GGAs an ideal starting point to incorporate dispersion interactions. Pairwise dispersion interaction methods built on-top of GGAs (PBE-D and PBE+vdW) yield bound structures in the range of 2.9 to 3.2 Å, but systematically overestimate the binding energy. Long-range correlation functionals of the vdW-DF family (Fig. 1 shows a so-called vdW-DF\textsuperscript{101,106}) yield a wide range of results depending on the treatment of long-range correlation, long-range exchange and short-range exchange. Depending on the construction, in many cases vdW-DF can yield a good description of either adsorption geometry or adsorption energy.

PBE+vdW\textsuperscript{surf} introduces substrate-screening effects into the PBE+vdW functional and thereby improves the adsorption properties considerably. However, the screened interactions also reduce the effective vdW radii and result in reduced adsorption heights that, as will be shown in the remainder of this work, are in excellent agreement with experiment for a variety of systems. The PBE+vdW\textsuperscript{surf} enables this at negligible computational overhead compared to PBE.

For some of the larger molecules we discuss in this work, PBE+vdW\textsuperscript{surf} seems to overestimate the adsorption energy with respect to the limited available experimental reference data. As discussed above, this can be remedied with methods that explicitly account for the many-body nature of dispersion interactions, such as the PBE+MBD method\textsuperscript{96,128,129} or exact correlation treatment in the Random Phase Approximation (EX+cRPA)\textsuperscript{19}. Both of these methods yield further reduced adsorption energies and in the case of PBE+MBD excellent agreement with experiment was recently established for benzene\textsuperscript{18} and azobenzene\textsuperscript{26} on Ag(111). Published EX+cRPA results for PTCDA on Ag(111) yield a larger deviation from the experimental reference, however, they did not account for geometrical relaxation and a full numerical convergence of RPA remains a challenging issue\textsuperscript{19}.

### TABLE II. List of electronic structure methods and their abbreviations (Abbrev.).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Density-Functional Approximations</th>
<th>Abbrev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Density Approximation</td>
<td>LDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalized Gradient Approximation</td>
<td>GGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGA by Perdew et al.\textsuperscript{83}</td>
<td>PBE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-empirical dispersion methods</td>
<td>Abbrev.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimme dispersion correction\textsuperscript{97}</td>
<td>DFT-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimme dispersion correction 2nd gen.\textsuperscript{98}</td>
<td>DFT-D2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimme dispersion correction 3rd gen.\textsuperscript{99}</td>
<td>DFT-D3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density-derived dispersion methods</td>
<td>Abbrev.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Becke-Johnson method\textsuperscript{109–111}</td>
<td>DFT+XDM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tkatchenko-Scheffler (TS) method\textsuperscript{112}</td>
<td>DFT+vdW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS incl. collective metal response\textsuperscript{117}</td>
<td>DFT+vdW\textsuperscript{surf}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>many-body dispersion method\textsuperscript{128}</td>
<td>DFT+MBD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-local functionals\textsuperscript{96,104}</td>
<td>vdW-DF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optimized exchange vdW-DF\textsuperscript{102}</td>
<td>optPBE,optB86b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>consistent exchange vdW-DF\textsuperscript{105,106}</td>
<td>vdW-DF-ex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>many-body correlation methods</td>
<td>Abbrev.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exact Exchange\textsuperscript{124}</td>
<td>EX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Phase Approximation\textsuperscript{19,88}</td>
<td>RPA or cRPA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE III. List of molecules and their abbreviations (Abbre.) included in the benchmark set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Atom/Molecule</th>
<th>Abbrev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xenon</td>
<td>Xe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzene</td>
<td>Bz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naphthalene</td>
<td>Np</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diindenoperylene</td>
<td>DIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((C_{60}I_{1})[5,6])fullerene</td>
<td>(C_{60})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,4,9,10-perylene-tetracarboxylic acid</td>
<td>PTCDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thiophene</td>
<td>Thp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Azobenzene, (E)-Di(phenyl)diazene</td>
<td>AB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-3,3',5,5'-tetra-tert-butyl-Azobenzene</td>
<td>TBA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The presented case of PTCDA on Ag(111) remains somewhat disputed due to the lack of a directly measured experimental adsorption energy. However, this example nicely illustrates the importance of unambiguous experimental reference values in the development of improved electronic structure methodologies and motivates the development of the here presented benchmark dataset.

V. OVERVIEW OF BENCHMARK SYSTEMS

In the following we will review the adsorption properties of different classes of organic compounds (see Table III) on metal surfaces. From each of these classes we will select a number of test cases representing different limiting cases of adsorbate-substrate interaction. Fig. 3(a) depicts different metal substrates for which the interaction with exemplary adsorbates (Fig. 3(b) to (j)) is considered. In each case we will review the experimental reference data and the calculated geometry and energetics as predicted by DFT+vdWsurf.

We group the set of hybrid organic-metal benchmark systems into rare-gas adsorption at coinage metals on the example of Xe atom, aromatic compounds adsorbed at metal systems, extended and compacted carbon nanostructures, Sulfur-containing compounds represented by thiophene on Cu(111), Ag(111), and Au(111), Oxygen-containing compounds represented by 3,4,9,10-perylene-tetracarboxylic acid (PTCDA) adsorbed at coinage metal surfaces, and Nitrogen-containing compounds represented by E-azobenzene and E-3,3',5,5'-tetra-tert-butyl-azobenzene (E-TBA) adsorbed at Ag(111) and Au(111).

VI. RARE-GAS ADSORPTION ON METAL SURFACES

Experimental Data The adsorption of noble gases on metal surfaces has been extensively studied as prototypical example of physisorption. A historical perspective of these studies can be found in the works, for example, by Diehl et al.\textsuperscript{137} and Da Silva\textsuperscript{138}. An exhaustive historical survey is out of the scope of this work. We will restrict ourselves to experimental data on structures and adsorption energetics. Moreover, we focus here exclusively on the adsorption of Xe on transition-metal surfaces. From this perspective, the most important fact is the paradigm shift that occurred 25 years ago with respect to the preferred adsorption site of Xe. The general assumption prior to 1990 was that the adsorption potential of noble gases on surfaces would be more attractive in high-coordination sites than in those with lower coordination. In the case of Xe, for instance, experimental studies using spin-polarized LEED suggested the hollow...
site as the preferred adsorption site on close-packed metal surfaces\textsuperscript{139,140}. This changed with the dynamical LEED studies of adsorbed Xe on Ru(0001)\textsuperscript{141}, Cu(111)\textsuperscript{142}, Pt(111)\textsuperscript{143}, and Pd(111)\textsuperscript{144}, which showed that Xe atoms reside on top of the substrate atoms instead of in higher-coordination sites\textsuperscript{137}. The other important experimental finding is that Xe adopts a \((\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3})\)R30° structure on Cu(111), Pt(111), and Pd(111). In the case of Xe on Cu(110), a \((12 \times 2)\) structure is formed at low temperature, which consists of rows of adatoms that are commensurate with the substrate, having higher-order commensurate periodicity along the substrate rows of the surface and a spacing between the rows that is equal to the Cu row spacing\textsuperscript{137,145}. Most importantly, the LEED studies by Caragu\textit{u et al.}\textsuperscript{145} indicate that the Xe rows are located on top of the Cu substrate rows.

For this work, we take the review papers by Diehl \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{137} and Vidali \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{146} as our guidelines for the experimental data on the adsorption of Xe on transition-metal surfaces. The overview of these data is shown in Tab. IV while the details of each experiment can be found in the original references. The experimental adsorption distances in these systems were mainly obtained using the LEED technique. The experimental adsorption energies are mostly a result of TPD. These experiments report exponential prefactors of desorption of the order of \(10^{12} - 10^{13}\) s\(^{-1}\), which are in the expected range for simple adsorbates and small molecules\textsuperscript{61,147}.

**Theoretical Data** Even if the experiments have identified the low-coordination top site as the preferred adsorption site for Xe on transition-metal surfaces, they have not been able to identify the origin of this preference. It is in this regard that first-principles calculations have the potential to contribute to the atomistic understanding of the origin of this preference. For an extensive review of first-principles simulation of rare gas adsorption, we point the interested reader to the works of Diehl \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{137}, Da Silva\textsuperscript{138}, and Chen \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{157}. The predominant physisorptive character of the binding makes rare-gases on metal surfaces ideal test systems for dispersion-inclusive DFT. In general, before the advent of several vdW-inclusive DFT based methods in the last years, the LDA has been used extensively to study the adsorption of Xe on metals\textsuperscript{158-160}, where it has been found that the top site is energetically more stable by, at most, 50 meV with respect to the hollow adsorption site. In addition, Da Silva and Stampfl\textsuperscript{161} also studied the adsorption of additional rare gases on metal surfaces using GGAs as xc functional, where they found that these other rare gases also prefer the top adsorption site with the exception of Ar and Ne on Pd(111)\textsuperscript{157,160}. In general, Chen \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{157} mention that GGA xc functionals tend to underestimate the adsorption energy of these systems by a great margin whereas LDA yields equilibrium adsorption distances that are too short in comparison to experiments.

In this respect, it is currently well established that GGA functionals such as PBE cannot describe systems that are dominated by vdW interactions in an accurate manner. The studies performed by Chen \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{157,162} report the performance of several vdW-inclusive DFT methods, such as vdW-DF, vdW-DF2, and DFT-D2, on the adsorption of noble gases on metal surfaces. We have also analyzed the structure and stability of the adsorption of Xe on selected transition metal surfaces with the PBE+vdW and PBE+vdW\textsubscript{surf} methods taking into consideration that the latter includes the collective response of the substrate electrons in the determination of the vdW contribution\textsuperscript{127}. We reproduce the PBE+vdW\textsubscript{surf} results for the top adsorption site of Xe on transition metal surfaces in Tab. IV. Before proceeding to discuss these results, we define here the adsorption distance, \(d\), as the distance between the vertical coordinate of the Xe atom with respect to the position of the unrelaxed topmost metal layer. This definition allows us to compare our data with results from NIXSW experiments. In case of other experimental sources, \textit{e.g.} LEED, \(d\) is computed considering the relaxed metal surface. The adsorption energy, \(E_{\text{ad}}\), of a system is computed \textit{via} the general definition:

\[
E_{\text{ad}} = \frac{1}{N} \left[ E_{\text{AdSys}} - (E_{\text{Me}} + E_{\text{Mol}}) \right],
\]

where \(E_{\text{AdSys}}\) denotes the energy of the system, while \(E_{\text{Me}}\) and \(E_{\text{Mol}}\) refer respectively to the energies of the clean substrate and the molecule in gas phase. \(N\) corresponds to the total number of molecules in the unit cell.

With respect to adsorption site preference, we have found that both adsorption sites, top and fcc-hollow, are almost energetically equivalent using the PBE+vdW\textsubscript{surf} method. The top adsorption site is energetically favored by approximately 5 meV for Pd(111) and Ag(111), and 10 meV for Cu(110). Both adsorption sites are virtually degenerate within our calculation settings in the cases of Pt(111) and Cu(111). Nevertheless, the differences in energy between adsorption sites are too small, just a few meV, to regard them as definitive. This same fact has also been found recently by Chen \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{162}, who reported a few meV difference in their vdW-DF2 calculations between top and fcc-hollow adsorption sites. They have suggested that experimental results cannot be explained by energy differences between top and fcc-hollow adsorption sites. Instead, by examining the two-dimensional potential energy surface (PES) of Xe on Pt(111), they found that the fcc-hollow adsorption sites correspond to local saddle points in the PES, while top sites correspond to a true minimum. Hence, fcc-hollow sites are transient states and thus not easily observed in experiments\textsuperscript{121,157,162}. This result is general, according to their calculations, for the adsorption of noble gases on transition metal surfaces. This result is further reported to be independent of the underlying xc functional.

In Tab. IV we show the adsorption distances and energies with the PBE+vdW\textsubscript{surf} method for the top adsorption site along with available experimental results. In general, the calculated adsorption distances are within
TABLE IV. Adsorption distances and energies for Xe on transition-metal surfaces in Å and eV respectively. Both adsorption distances and energies correspond to the system after relaxation. The values of $d$ and $E_{ad}$ for Ag(111) correspond to the best estimates in Ref. 146. The experimental data is taken from Refs. 137, 140, 142–146, 148–155, and 156.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surfaces</th>
<th>$d$ [Å]</th>
<th>$E_{ad}$ [meV]</th>
<th>Surfaces</th>
<th>$d$ [Å]</th>
<th>$E_{ad}$ [meV]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xe/Pt(111)</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>3.4 ± 0.1</td>
<td>Xe/Pd(111)</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>3.07 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xe/Cu(111)</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>3.60 ± 0.08</td>
<td>Xe/Cu(110)</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>3.3 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xe/Ag(111)</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>3.6 ± 0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

0.10 Å of the experimental results except for Xe on Cu(111), in which the agreement is within 0.14 Å of the experimental value. We have not found significant differences in the adsorption distance of these systems between PBE+vdW and PBE+vdW$_{surf}$ calculations with the exception of Xe on Cu(110), in which the distance predicted by the PBE+vdW method is 0.12 Å shorter than the PBE+vdW$_{surf}$ result (see Ref. 127 for more details). On the other hand, we have also found that the PBE+vdW$_{surf}$ results are in closer agreement (within 0.10 Å) to experimental results than those calculated with other vdW-inclusive DFT methods$^{157,162}$. Tab. IV also shows that the PBE+vdW$_{surf}$ adsorption energies are in good agreement with experimental results. These calculations slightly underestimate the adsorption energy in the cases of Pt(111) and Pd(111), while slightly overestimating it in the case of both Cu surfaces and Ag(111). Nevertheless, these discrepancies amount to about 50 meV out of the range of experimental results in the worst case. The influence of screening is more noticeable in the computation of the adsorption energy. Neglecting the effects of the collective response of the solid leads to an overestimation of the adsorption energy as a result of the inexact magnitude of the energetic contribution originated in vdW interactions. We have exemplified this effect in the adsorption of Xe on metal surfaces with PBE+vdW calculations in Ref 127.

VII. AROMATIC MOLECULES ADSORBED ON METAL SURFACES

A. Benzene on Cu(111), Ag(111), Au(111)

Experimental Data From HREELS and NEXAFS studies it was concluded that Bz binds parallel to the Cu(111) surface$^{163}$. A flat-lying geometry was also reported for Bz on Ag(111) using NEXAFS$^{164}$. By means of angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) in combination with LEED, Dudde et al.$^{165}$ concluded that Bz molecules are centered around the three-fold hollow sites of the Ag(111) surface, however, they could not clearly identify whether these are fcc or hcp hollow sites.

The interactions of Bz with coinage metal surfaces are significantly weaker than with other transition metals, such as Pt, Pd, Ir, and Rh, since the $d$-band centers of Cu(111), Ag(111), and Au(111) are well below the Fermi level$^{166}$. STM experiments observed that Bz molecules can easily diffuse over the Cu(111) and Au(111) surface at low temperatures, suggesting a flat PES in both cases$^{167–169}$. TPD experiments revealed that at a heating rate of 4 K/s, Bz desorbs from Cu(111) at a low temperature of 225 K$^{170}$, and from Au(111) at low coverage of 0.1 ML at 239 K$^{171}$. In the case of Bz/Ag(111), a combined NIXSW and TPD study recently reported a vertical adsorption height of benzene of 3.0 ± 0.02 Å and an adsorption energy of 0.68 ± 0.05 eV$^{18}$. TPD-based experimental adsorption energies for Cu(111) and Au(111) are 0.71$^{163}$ and 0.76 eV$^{172}$, respectively. More recent results based on the complete analysis method are 0.69 ± 0.04 eV and 0.65 ± 0.03 eV for Bz/Cu(111) and Bz/Au(111), respectively.$^{18}$

Theoretical Data Using a (3 × 3) supercell, we have explored the PES of a single Bz molecule on close-packed coinage metal surfaces$^{166}$. For Bz on Cu(111), PBE+vdW$_{surf}$ predicts the most stable adsorption site to be the hcp site where the molecule is rotated by 30° with respect to the high symmetry directions (hcp30° site). However, we also only find a small energy corrugation between all adsorption sites. The average C–Cu adsorption height with PBE+vdW$_{surf}$ at this site is 2.79 Å. The calculated adsorption energy is 0.86 eV, which deviates by 0.15 eV from experiment$^{163,173}$.

The relaxed Bz molecule adsorbs in a flat-lying geometry on the Ag(111) surface, which is consistent with the observations and conclusions from NEXAFS, EELS, and Raman spectroscopy$^{164,165}$. The carbon–metal distance
is larger for Ag than for Cu, which suggests a weaker interaction for the former. This is in agreement with TPD experiments which showed that the Bz molecule desorbs at a lower temperature from Ag(111) than from Cu(111). PBE+vdW predicts a Bz/Ag(111) adsorption energy of 0.75 eV, which is in good agreement with TPD experiments (0.69 eV). The flatness of the PES for Bz on Au(111) (see the structure in Fig. 4(a)) which results from our calculations with the PBE+vdWsurf method confirms the STM observations that Bz molecules are mobile over the Au(111) terraces even at 4 K. An almost identical adsorption energy is found for all sites, which indicates a small barrier for surface diffusion of Bz on the Au(111) surface. The PBE+vdWsurf adsorption energy for Bz/Au(111) (0.74 eV) is in excellent agreement with the TPD experiments (0.76 eV). The reduced agreement in the case of Bz/Cu(111) compared to the fair agreement for the other substrates might point to remaining discrepancies in the structural model of Bz surface adsorption on Cu(111).

B. Benzene on Pt(111)

Experimental Data Bz adsorbed at the Pt(111) surface, including its adsorption and dehydrogenation reactions, is the best studied system among the Bz adsorption systems. Nevertheless, even the preferred adsorption site remains controversial in experiments. The diffuse LEED intensity analysis suggested that the bridge site with the Bz molecule 30° tilted with respect to the high symmetry sites (brt30°) is the most stable site for Bz chemisorbed on the Pt(111) surface; whilst nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) results revealed that Bz molecules are located at the atop site. Inferred from the orientations of the STM images, the coexistence of Bz molecules at both the hcp and fcc sites was concluded. Despite the ambiguous adsorption site, all experiments clearly concluded that the adsorbate lies flat on the Pt(111) surface, binding with the Bz π orbitals to the Pt d bands. STM topographs suggest immobile Bz molecules adsorbed on Pt(111), which points to strong binding at this surface. The Bz molecules are found to adsorb as intact molecule on the Pt(111) surface at 300 K. However, for coverages below 0.6 ML, Bz dissociates completely into hydrogen gas and adsorbed graphitic carbon upon heating and fragment desorption is observed. Therefore, microcalorimetric measurements, rather than desorption-based methods (such as TPD, molecular beam relaxation spectroscopy (MBRS), and equilibrium adsorption isotherms), are required to determine the heat of adsorption for Bz on the Pt(111) surface. The corresponding single crystal adsorption calorimetry results by Ihm et al. report a zero-coverage extrapolated adsorption energy of 2.04 eV.

Theoretical Data For Bz on Pt(111), the PBE+vdWsurf method predicts the brt30° site as the most favorable site with an adsorption energy of 1.96 eV. The second and third preferred sites are the hcp0° and fcc0° site, respectively. The calculated adsorption height from PBE+vdWsurf is in excellent agreement with the adsorption height as derived from LEED analysis (2.09 vs. 2.0 ± 0.02 Å). We also constructed a larger supercell of (4 × 4) for Pt(111), and in this lower coverage case the adsorption energy is determined to be 2.18 eV from PBE+vdWsurf. This lies within the uncertainty of calorimetry measurements in the limit of zero coverage (1.84–2.25 eV).

C. Naphthalene on Ag(111)

Experimental Data Naphthalene (Np) adsorbed on Ag(111) has been studied using LEED, NEXAFS, 2PPE, and TPD. Upon deposition at 90 K, the molecule is found to desorb completely at about 325 K for low initial coverages. This corresponds to an adsorption energy of 0.88 ± 0.05 eV assuming a pre-exponential of 10^13 s^{-1}. Recently, a factor of 10^{15.2} s^{-1} was suggested to be more accurate using the Campbell-Sellers method to estimate pre-exponential factors. The corresponding adsorption energy which we report in Tab. V is 1.04 eV. For the molecule adsorbed in the monolayer a (3 × 3) surface overlayer structure has been found from LEED, whereas different non-primitive overlayers have been observed at higher temperatures. Using 2PPE, Gaffney et al. found that unoccupied states in the Np monolayer are mixed with image potential states of the interface. In mono- and multilayer arrangements, NEXAFS measurements found Np to adsorb flat on Ag(111).

Theoretical Data We modelled the Np/Ag(111) interface with PBE+vdWsurf as a (4 × 4) unit cell with six substrate layers. In the optimal geometry of the molecule the phenyl rings are situated close to hollow sites, whilst the central C–C bond is situated above a top site. The molecule adsorbs flat on the surface with no sign of hybridization or displacement of hydrogen atoms above or below the molecular plane. The average C–Ag vertical adsorption distance is 2.99 Å at an adsorption energy of 1.22 eV.

D. Naphthalene on Cu(111)

Experimental Data Np on Cu(111) shows a variety of overlayer structures that are both commensurate and incommensurate, the latter giving rise to Moiré patterns. The overlayer structures are all non-primitive structures in surface area between (4x3), (5x3), and larger superstructures. All studies that performed TPD measurements, notwithstanding differences in absolute desorption temperatures and heating rates, identified a broad desorption feature believed to
be associated with desorption from terraces and a sharp feature at lower temperatures associated with desorption from step edges. Lukas et al. report an adsorption energy of 0.81 eV for desorption from (111) terraces. Similar to the case of Np/Ag(111) we re-evaluate the desorption energy using a pre-exponential factor of 10$^{15.2}$ as 1.07 eV.

**Theoretical Data** Equally as in the case of Np on Ag(111), we model Np/Cu(111) in a (4x4) unit cell with the molecule adsorbed flat on the surface and the conjugated phenyl rings situated above hollow sites. We find a PBE+vdW$_{surf}$ adsorption energy of 1.41 eV and an average C–Cu vertical adsorption height of 2.73 Å.

**E. Naphthalene on Pt(111)**

**Experimental Data** Np and other aromatic molecules on Pt(111) have been studied with LEED by different groups. An initial study proposed the overlayer structure of Np/Pt(111) to be a (6 x 6) surface unit cell containing four molecules with alternating 90° tilt angle with respect to each other. Later, Dahlgren and coworkers proposed a (6 x 3) overlayer containing 2 molecules and satisfying a glide-plane symmetry. In their model Np is adsorbed with its center at a top site and the 2 molecules are rotated by 60° with respect to each other. The authors later also found that Np molecules on Pt(111) fully dehydrogenate above 200 K. The proposed overlayer structure was also later confirmed by STM and LEED. The adsorption energy of Np/Pt(111) has been measured by Gottfried et al., Brown et al. using SCAM at 300 K. The authors identify heats of adsorption associated with adsorption at step edges and at terraces. Modelling the latter, they arrive at an adsorption energy of 3.11 eV for the zero-coverage limit. Higher molecule packing significantly decreases the adsorption energy. At a packing density of 0.59 ML corresponding to a (4x4) surface overlayer the adsorption energy is 2.19 eV (as reported in Tab. V).

**Theoretical Data** A number of semi-empirical calculations have been performed by Gavezotti et al. for naphthalene on Pt(111). The authors conclude on a bonding distance of 2.1 Å. Morin et al. report non-dispersion corrected DFT calculations of Np/Pt(111) using the PW91 functional. The authors predict a binding distance of 2.25 Å and an adsorption energy of 0.53 eV for the experimental adsorption site, but find others to be more stable.

As before we model the Np/Pt(111) interface in a (4x4) overlayer using PBE+vdW$_{surf}$. Contrary to Np adsorption at Cu(111) and Ag(111), we find significant distortion of the molecule upon adsorption in the most favorable adsorption site. As found in experiment, the most stable adsorption site is the molecule centered above a top site. We find the hydrogen atoms distorted away from the surface and out of the molecular plane. As a result the vertical adsorption height of Np at Pt(111) is 2.03 Å.

---

**TABLE V. Adsorption energies ($E_{ad}$) and perpendicular heights ($d$) for Bz and Np on (111) metal surfaces. The values are in eV and Å, respectively.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>$E_{ad}$ (eV)</th>
<th>$d$ (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bz/Cu(111)</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>2.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bz/Ag(111)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bz/Au(111)</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>3.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bz/Pt(111)</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>2.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Np/Cu(111)</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>2.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Np/Ag(111)</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>2.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Np/Pt(111)</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>2.03(3C)/2.58(H)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

$a$: The reported adsorption energies have been recalculated based on desorption temperatures from TPD and a pre-exponential factor of 10$^{15.2}$ as estimated recently. $b$: measured heat of adsorption for a coverage of $\Theta = 0.58$, which equals a (4 x 4) surface unit cell.

---

**VIII. EXTENDED AND COMPACTED CARBON SYSTEMS ON METAL SURFACES**

**A. DIP on Cu(111), Ag(111), and Au(111)**

**Experimental Data** The adsorption properties of Dibenzo[ghi]indenoperylene (DIP, C$_{32}$H$_{16}$), a $\pi$-conjugated molecule, on noble metals has been extensively studied because of its excellent optoelectronic device performance and the ability to form exceptionally ordered films. The deposition of DIP on clean substrates, either metals or semiconductors, and the formation of an ordered monolayer has been observed in different studies using a variety of experimental techniques. The cleanliness of the metal substrate, the coverage, and the quality of the deposition has been studied using x-ray spectroscopy techniques such as XPS, NEXAFS and x-ray reflectivity techniques. The morphology and the electronic properties have been investigated with several methods, e.g. TEM, STM, LEED and UPS spectroscopy. The adsorption of DIP on clean Au(111), Ag(111), and Cu(111) has been carefully monitored employing the experiments listed above and different possible interface structures are observed. In general, the DIP surface density and arrangement can be influenced by the presence of step edges, terraces, or the substrate temperature during growth. DIP/Au(111) has been investigated with low temperature STM and LEED, revealing different closed-packed...
monolayer configurations, namely a brick-wall and a herringbone arrangement. Similarly to DIP/Ag(111), STM experiments found that DIP/Au(111) assumes a brick-wall configuration. However, no experimental data are available for a thorough comparison of the cohesive energies. Finally, recent NIXSW measurements extended the characterization of these systems, providing accurate average bonding distances of DIP on all three noble metals. The measurements are listed in Tab. VI and follow the trend: \( d(\text{Cu}) < d(\text{Ag}) < d(\text{Au}) \).

**Theoretical Data** Electronic structure calculations for all the three metals were performed using a \((7 \times 7)\) unit cell composed of three metal layers and one DIP molecule. First we computed the adsorption energy curve by rigidly tuning the surface–molecule distance \( d \) (see supplemental material). As a second step, we relaxed the geometry with lowest \( E_{\text{ad}} \) for each system. The average bonding distances obtained from our simulations show a remarkably good agreement with the experimental data, see Tab. VI, with a discrepancy of less than 0.1 Å for all the three systems. Moreover, in accordance with the bonding distances, the adsorption energies show the trend: \( |E_{\text{ad}}(\text{Cu})| > |E_{\text{ad}}(\text{Ag})| > |E_{\text{ad}}(\text{Au})| \). In the case of DIP/Au(111), in addition to the structures considered above, we take into account the two densely-packed and well-ordered configurations of the monolayer: the brick-wall and the herringbone arrangements. Remarkably, the bonding distance obtained from the relaxed geometries is \( d = 2.99 \) Å in both cases. This equilibrium distance is in almost perfect agreement with the XSW measurement, even improving the result reported in Tab. VI. Furthermore, the relaxed structure obtained using the brick-wall arrangement for DIP/Au(111) yields a binding distance of 3.15 Å, also in better agreement with the experiment than the \((7 \times 7)\) structure.

**B. C\textsubscript{60} on Au(111) and Ag(111)**

**Experimental Data** The fulleren C\textsubscript{60} molecule has been intensively studied since its discovery, for its interesting properties such as superconductivity or metal-insulator transition. In the same spirit, the deposition of thin films of C\textsubscript{60} on noble metal surfaces opens up numerous possible applications, e.g. lubrication and molecular switching. These properties, combined with the ability of C\textsubscript{60} to form ordered monolayers on surfaces, motivated a large number of experiments performed with several different techniques, e.g. UHV-STM, LEED, Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). It was found that C\textsubscript{60} adsorbed on Ag(111) and Au(111) is adsorbed in a well-ordered closed-packed monolayer and displays a commensurate \((2\sqrt{3} \times 2\sqrt{3})R30^\circ\) unit cell. C\textsubscript{60} adsorbs in different sites and it is also possible to manipulate the facet of the molecule exposed to the surface, e.g. two distinct orientations are found by tuning the level of potassium doping. A UHV-STM and LEED study concluded that the molecule adsorbs, on both Ag and Au(111), preferably on top sites with a pentacene ring facing down. On the other hand, for C\textsubscript{60}/Ag(111), a STM experiment revealed that the adsorption took place on hollow sites, with a hexagonal ring facing the surface. Moreover, a mix of hexagonal face-down and C-C bond down was found in an x-ray photoelectron diffraction study. Within the different possible monolayer configurations, recent LEED experiments of C\textsubscript{60} on Ag(111) confirm the \((2\sqrt{3} \times 2\sqrt{3})R30^\circ\) unit cell and suggest that the most stable configuration is with the molecule situated above a vacancy site of the metal surface. The C\textsubscript{60} molecule is adsorbed on a vacant-top site with a hexagon face-down orientation. During the adsorption, the surface relaxes and the silver atoms close to the C\textsubscript{60} are slightly compressed into the surface. This is indicated with the distance measure \( \Delta \) in Fig. 5 panel b. This interlayer buckling amplitude and the distance between the molecule and the topmost layer are computed by fitting LEED measurements. Similarly, STM images for C\textsubscript{60} on Au(111) illustrate the presence of a vacancy, confirming that the molecule is adsorbed above the vacancy with the hexagon face-down configuration. To the best of our knowledge, no experimental data are available for the energetics of these two systems.

**Theoretical Data** In order to reproduce the experimentally observed structure, we considered, for both silver and gold, a \((2\sqrt{3} \times 2\sqrt{3})R30^\circ\) unit cell with six metal layers. This unit cell contains one C\textsubscript{60} molecule, as shown in Fig. 5a, placed in the center of the cell and adsorbed in correspondence of a top site. Further, this particular top atom is removed creating a single vacancy site on the topmost metal layer. We performed a relaxation involving all the six metal layers in order to capture also the intra-layer rearrangement and obtain a better comparison between our simulations and the experimental findings. Notably, different molecular orientations have been taken into consideration as a starting point of our simulations. However, during the relaxation procedure, the molecule rearranges to a hexagonal face-down orientation, confirming that the latter structure represents the most stable geometry in the presence of a vacancy. The binding energies for both systems are computed taking into account the formation energy of the vacancy (see supplemental material) and are reported in Tab. VI. We
TABLE VI. Adsorption energies (in eV) and perpendicular heights (in Å) for DIP and C₆₀ on (111) metal surfaces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PBE+vdWsurf</th>
<th>Exp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E_{ad} d</td>
<td>E_{ad} d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIP/Cu(111)</td>
<td>4.74 2.59</td>
<td>2.51 ± 0.03¹²²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIP/Ag(111)</td>
<td>3.55 2.94</td>
<td>3.01 ± 0.04¹²²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIP/Au(111)</td>
<td>2.53 3.22</td>
<td>3.17 ± 0.03¹²²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₆₀/Au(111)</td>
<td>2.82 1.99</td>
<td>2.01 ± 0.1²¹⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₆₀/Au(111)</td>
<td>3.36 1.81</td>
<td>1.8 ± 0.1²¹⁶</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

find that C₆₀ binds stronger to Au(111) than to Ag(111).

The predicted binding distances, for both Ag(111) and Au(111), are in excellent agreement with the experimental data, as reported in Tab. VI. Considering the buckling amplitude ∆, the adsorption of C₆₀ on Ag(111) produces a ∆ of 0.02 Å and 0.03 Å for the first and second layer respectively²¹⁴. From our simulations we find ∆ = 0.015 Å for the first layer and a larger ∆ = 0.03 Å for the second, confirming the experimental trend. In the case of C₆₀ on Au(111), the experimental measurements indicate a decrease in the amplitude from 0.05 Å to 0.02 Å within the first two metal layers²¹⁶. The ∆ obtained from the theoretical calculations reproduce the same trend, with slightly larger values: 0.08 Å and 0.045 Å respectively.

IX. SULFUR-CONTAINING SYSTEMS ON METAL SURFACES

A. Thiophene on Au(111)

Experimental Data Thiophene (Thp) is one of the smallest heteroaromatic molecules for which metal-surface adsorption has been studied. Thp has been adsorbed on Au(111) surfaces from vacuum²¹⁷,²¹⁸ and from solution²¹⁹,²²⁰ whereas only vacuum adsorption leads to successful adsorption of pristine Thp molecules. Adsorption from ethanol solution leads to decomposition of Thp molecules as evidenced by infrared absorption spectroscopy, XPS, and NEXAFS measurements²²⁰.

Using TPD, XPS, and NEXAFS experiments Liu et al.²¹⁵ and Nambu et al.²¹⁷ have studied Thp adsorbed on Au(111). Thp adsorbs below 100 K and desorbs fully already around 330 K. Both above mentioned TPD studies find slightly different desorption temperatures, due to different experimental conditions on heating rate (2 K/s vs. 3 K/s) and adsorption temperature. However, both studies find a desorption peak at low coverage at 215 K (255 K) that is associated with a flat-lying adsorbate structure and related to average adsorption energies of 0.60 eV²¹⁷ (0.70 eV²¹⁸). STM experiments support the assessment that this phase corresponds to flat-lying geometries²²¹.

A second TPD peak around 180 K appears at higher coverages and saturates at a nominal coverage of 2.3 ML. This signature is associated with a compressed monolayer structure of tilted Thp molecules and an effective adsorption energy of 0.47 eV by both studies. At higher coverage a third signature at 140-150 K is found that does not saturate with coverage, consistent with desorption from a physisorbed multilayer.

The geometry change from a flat-lying to a tilted compressed monolayer is corroborated by XPS and NEXAFS experiments. With increasing coverage above 1 ML the flat-lying phase gradually transforms to a tilted compressed phase with a tilt angle of 55° with respect to the surface parallel²¹⁷. The LEED pattern associated with this phase is a (\( \sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3} \))R30°. Unfortunately no experimental adsorption heights have been reported for Thp/Au(111). STM experiments suggest that preferential adsorption occurs at the hcp hollow site²²², however due to paired-row structures at high coverage, Thp can coexist at different adsorption sites²²³. A notable feature of Thp on Au surfaces is an X-ray induced polymerization reaction to polythiophene films²²⁴.

Theoretical Data The Thp/Au(111) interface has been modelled using pure semi-local DFT and variants of the DFT-D method²²⁶. Using the PBE functional²⁸⁸,²¹⁹ to model the flat-lying Thp molecule Tonigold and Gross²²⁴ find a vanishingly small adsorption energy at a surface-sulfur distance of 3.4 Å. Incorporating dispersion interactions in the form of two variants of DFT-D, the authors find adsorption energies of 1.24 and 1.73 eV and surface-sulfur distances of 2.75 and 2.88 Å, respectively. In these geometries, the sulfur atom lies closer to the surface than the rest of the aromatic ring.

Using DFT+vdWsurf, we have modelled a single Thp molecule at a Au(111) surface in a (3 × 3) unit cell with the molecule lying flat on the surface, as shown in Fig. 4(b). We find the most stable adsorption geometry for the sulfur atom situated at a top site and the aromatic ring centered closely above a hcp hollow site. This is the most stable adsorption geometry on Cu(111), Ag(111), and Au(111). The corresponding adsorption height of Thp/Au(111) as measured from the sulfur atom is 2.95 Å (see Tab. VII) with an adsorption energy of 0.77 eV. The binding energy as described by DFT+vdWsurf is significantly reduced compared to the results of Tonigold et al., as is expected from the inclusion of substrate screening effects. Analysing the desorption temperatures of experiment using the Redhead equation⁵⁷ and preexponential factors⁶³,²¹⁸ in the range of 10ⁱ² to 10ⁱ⁵ s⁻¹ we find adsorption energies of 0.53 to 0.66 eV²¹⁷ (0.62 to 0.78 eV²¹⁸), which deviate from the DFT+vdWsurf by 0.01 eV for the experimental upper limit.

B. Thiophene on Ag(111)

Experimental Data TPD measurements of Thp on Ag(111) from 2 different studies²²⁵,²²⁶ identified three desorption peaks corresponding to different overlayer structures: initial desorption at 128 K (140 K) is associated with Thp molecules in the multilayer, a desorption peak at 148 K (152 K) is associated with Thp molecules...
directly adsorbed on Ag(111) in a densely packed tilted arrangement, and desorption at 190 K (204 K) is believed to arise from molecules that are adsorbed in a flat arrangement on the surface. Discrepancies between the absolute desorption temperatures of the two studies are believed to arise from differing approaches to temperature measurement in the experimental setup.\(^\text{226}\) C K-edge NEXAFS measurements support the assessment that the high-temperature feature corresponds to molecules adsorbed in an almost flat arrangement.\(^\text{226}\) Chen et al.\(^\text{227}\) identified three monolayer structures of Thp/Ag(111) from STM experiments upon deposition of 40, 90, and 150ML, respectively: a \((2\sqrt{3} \times 4)\) rect structure, a \((2\sqrt{7} \times 2\sqrt{7})\) structure, and a herringbone structure. These overlayer structures show largely different packing densities. The authors infer from the area per molecule that the \((2\sqrt{3} \times 4)\) rect structure corresponds to a flat-lying molecular geometry and the others to more strongly tilted adsorbates. On the basis of the measured desorption temperatures of the above mentioned studies we estimate the adsorption energy for the flat-lying phase using the Redhead equation to be between 0.48 and 0.64 eV for preexponential factors between 10\(^{12}\) s\(^{-1}\) to 10\(^{15}\) s\(^{-1}\).

**Theoretical Data** We have studied Thp on Ag(111) in a \((3 \times 3)\) surface unit cell using DFT+vdW\(_{\text{surf}}\). As in the case of Thp/Au(111), we find as optimal geometry a flat-lying molecule with a S–Ag distance of 3.17 Å and an adsorption energy of 0.72 eV, which overestimates the experimental regime by 0.08 eV.

**C. Thiophene on Cu(111)**

**Experimental Data** Milligan and coworkers performed a combined NIXSW, NEXAFS, and TPD study of Thp on Cu(111) and identified two different monolayer phases.\(^\text{228,229}\) At low coverage Thp adsorbs in an almost flat-lying geometry, ranging from 12 to 25 ± 5° for 0.03 to 0.1 ML coverage with respect to the surface and a Cu–S bond distance of 2.62 ± 0.03 Å. The corresponding desorption maximum lies at a temperature of 234 K. At higher coverages a second coexisting phase with higher packing density forms. The Thp molecules are tilted more strongly with a surface angle of 44 ± 6° and a S–Cu distance of 2.83 ± 0.03 Å. The corresponding desorption peak is found at 173 K. The authors further find that the sulfur atom of Thp predominantly adsorbs at atop sites.\(^\text{228}\) A number of other studies support the finding of a flat-lying adsorbate phase.\(^\text{230,231}\) With the use of the Redhead equation\(^\text{97}\) and the experimental heating rate of 0.5 K/s we can estimate the experimental binding energy of the flat-lying phase of Thp from the data of Milligan et al.\(^\text{229}\). Assuming a preexponential factor in the range of 10\(^{12}\) to 10\(^{15}\) s\(^{-1}\), the adsorption energy is 0.61 to 0.75 eV.

**Theoretical Data** On Cu(111), Thp in a \((3 \times 3)\) overlayer unit cell also adsorbs preferentially with sulfur situated at an atop-site. The corresponding S–Cu distance is 2.78 Å, which is in good agreement with experiment. We find the molecule adsorbed with a tilt angle of 6°, which is significantly less than the experimentally found angle of 12 ± 5° for 0.03 ML. The reason for this discrepancy could be an increased tilt angle at finite temperature due to anharmonicity of the adsorbate-substrate bond. The calculated adsorption energy of 0.82 eV overestimates the experimental range by 0.07 eV.

**X. OXYGEN-CONTAINING SYSTEMS ON METAL SURFACES**

**A. PTCDA on Ag(111), Ag(100), and Ag(110)**

**Experimental Data** Up to this point we have mostly addressed the performance of the DFT+vdW\(_{\text{surf}}\) method in the adsorption of atoms and molecules on close-packed (111) transition-metal surfaces, but we are also interested in the performance and sensitivity of the DFT+vdW\(_{\text{surf}}\) method when the adsorption occurs on non-close-packed surfaces. We address this aspect by reviewing a comparative analysis of the adsorption of PTCDA on a surface with different orientations: PTCDA on Ag(111), Ag(100), and Ag(110) (see Ref. 127). PTCDA is a chemical compound formed by an aromatic perylene core (C\(_{\text{per}}\)) terminated with two anhydride functional groups, each of them containing two carbon atoms (C\(_{\text{func}}\)), two carboxylic oxygens (O\(_{\text{car}}\)) and one anhydride oxygen (O\(_{\text{an}}\))\(^\text{232}\). The adsorption geometries of these systems have been investigated using the NIXSW technique.\(^\text{16,232,233}\) A novel feature in the studies including PTCDA on Ag(100) and Ag(110) is their higher chemical resolution resulting in the extraction of the adsorption positions of each of the chemically inequivalent atoms in PTCDA.

PTCDA forms a commensurate monolayer structure on silver surfaces. On Ag(111), it forms a herringbone structure with two molecules per unit cell in non-equivalent adsorption configurations.\(^\text{234,235}\) Both molecules are adsorbed above a bridge site, molecule A is aligned with the substrate in the [10\(_1\)] direction with its carboxylic oxygen atoms on top position and the anhy-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(E_{\text{ad}}+\text{vdW}_{\text{surf}})</th>
<th>(d)</th>
<th>(E_{\text{ad}})</th>
<th>(d)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thp/Au(111) 0.77 2.95(S) – 3.01(C) 0.53 – 0.78(^a) –</td>
<td>(d)</td>
<td>Thp/Au(111) 0.72 3.17(S) – 3.19(C) 0.48 – 0.64(^a) –</td>
<td>(d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thp/Cu(111) 0.82 2.78(S) – 2.9(C) 0.61 – 0.75(^a) 2.62 ± 0.05</td>
<td>(d)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\): Experimental adsorption energies estimated from desorption temperatures of Refs. 217, 218, 227, and 229 using Redhead equation\(^\text{97}\) with preexponential factors of 10\(^{12}\) to 10\(^{15}\) s\(^{-1}\).
TABLE VIII. Comparison of experimental and theoretical results for the adsorption geometry of PTCDA on Ag(111), Ag(100), and Ag(110). We use $d_{\text{Th/Exp}}$ to denote the vertical adsorption heights, given in Å, of the specific atoms obtained from PBE+vdWsurf calculations and NIXSW studies. The specification of the atoms can be seen in Fig. 6(c). The C backbone distortion is given as $\Delta C = d(C_{\text{peryl}}) - d(C_{\text{func}})$ and the O difference as $\Delta O = d(O_{\text{anhyd}}) - d(O_{\text{carb}})$. Experimental results can be found in Refs. 16, 232, and 233. We cite here the results given in Refs. 16 and 232. In addition, we show the adsorption energies $E_{\text{ad}}$ in eV for each system with the PBE+vdWsurf method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ag(111)</th>
<th>Ag(100)</th>
<th>Ag(110)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$d_{\text{Th}}$</td>
<td>$d_{\text{Exp}}$</td>
<td>$d_{\text{Th}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C total</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>2.86 ± 0.01</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cperyl</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cfunc</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta C$</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O total</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>2.86 ± 0.02</td>
<td>2.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocarb</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>2.66 ± 0.03</td>
<td>2.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oanhyd</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>2.98 ± 0.08</td>
<td>2.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta O$</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.32 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{\text{ad}}$</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Theoretical Data In the following we discuss results of Refs. 127 and 238. Tab. VIII shows that the PBE+vdWsurf results for the vertical adsorption distance agree very well with experimental results. With the exception of the anhydride oxygen in Ag(111), the calculated distances for all atoms that form the molecule lie within 0.1 Å of the experimental results for all three surfaces. These results also reveal that our calculations reproduce the experimental trends observed in the sequence of Ag(111), Ag(100), and Ag(110). The overall vertical adsorption height given by the calculations, taken as an average over all carbon atoms (see $d_{\text{Th}}$ for ‘C total’ in Tab. VIII), decreases in the sequence of Ag(111), Ag(100), and Ag(110) by 0.26 Å in comparison to the decrease of 0.30 Å obtained in experiments. The calculations reproduce the transition from a saddle-like adsorption geometry of PTCDA on Ag(111) to the arch-like adsorption geometry that can be found in the more open surfaces according to experiments (see Ref. 127). Finally, for the above mentioned sequence, we find an increase in the C backbone distortion and a decrease in the O difference ($\Delta C$ and $\Delta O$ defined in Tab. VIII). For $\Delta C$, the calculations yield 0.02, 0.09, and 0.13 Å for Ag(111), Ag(100), and Ag(110), respectively, values which are in excellent agreement with experiments. In the case of Ag(111), the C backbone distortion has not been determined experimentally, but the saddle-like adsorption geometry suggests a minimum distortion of the C backbone, which we observe in our calculations as well. The C backbone distortion in Ag(100) and Ag(110) is then remarkably well reproduced by the calculations.

With respect to the oxygen difference ($\Delta O$), the resulting values are 0.15 Å for Ag(111) and Ag(100), and 0.10 Å for Ag(110). These values reproduce the decrease in the sequence observed by experiments but underestimate the difference by 0.17 Å in Ag(111) and 0.10 Å in Ag(100). This underestimation lies in the fact that the adsorption distances for the anhydride oxygen obtained with the calculations are also underestimated in the cases of Ag(111) and Ag(100). On the other hand, the calculated distance of the anhydride oxygen to the other oxygen atoms agrees very well with the experimental result of 0.08 ± 0.05 Å for PTCDA on Ag(110).

We summarize calculated PBE+vdWsurf adsorption energies in Tab. VIII. The binding strength increases in the sequence 2.86, 2.93, and 3.39 eV for Ag(111), Ag(100), and Ag(110), respectively. The vdW interactions are essential in these systems as they yield the largest contribution to the adsorption energy (see Ref. 127 for details). We note that $E_{\text{ad}}$ is calculated with respect to the PTCDA monolayer. The binding strength becomes even larger when calculated with respect to the molecule in gas phase due to the additional contribution of the monolayer formation energy. The accuracy of these results confirm the sensitivity to surface termination that the DFT+vdWsurf scheme correctly reproduces.

**B. PTCDA on Au(111)**

Experimental Data In the case of the Au(111) surface, PTCDA does not form a commensurate monolayer but rather exhibits a situation very close to a point–on–line correspondence with the $(22 \times \sqrt{3})$ reconstructed...
TABLE IX. Experimental and theoretical results for the adsorption geometry of PTCDA on Au(111). \(d_{\text{Th}}/\text{Exp.}\) denotes the averaged vertical adsorption heights (in Å) obtained with PBE+vdWsurf calculations and NIXSW studies. The atom nomenclature is given in Fig. 6(c). Experimental results for the adsorption distance can be found in Ref. 243. An estimated experimental adsorption height, which takes into account an outward relaxation of the topmost metal layer by 3\%, yields an adsorption height of the C backbone of 3.27 Å.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Atom</th>
<th>(d_{\text{Th}})</th>
<th>(d_{\text{Exp.}})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C total</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>3.34 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_peryl</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_func</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta C)</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O total</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O_arb</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O_anhyd</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta O)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 6](image)

(a) Adsorption geometry

(b) PTCDA on Au(111)

(c) PTCDA

The discrepancy of around 0.15 Å between the PBE+vdWsurf results and experiment can be attributed to several factors related to both approaches. First of all, the area of the surface unit cell here studied is 247 Å², which is larger than the area of the experimental one by more than 6\%. On the other hand, Henze et al. reported an adsorption height that corresponds most probably to the square phase of PTCDA on Au(111), which does not conform the (majority) herringbone type phases observed by LEED. Accounting for an estimated outward relaxation of the topmost metal layer by 3\%, the authors report an adsorption height of 3.27 ± 0.02 Å.

**Theoretical Data** Tab. IX shows the average vertical distance of each species in the PTCDA molecule. Experimental results are also shown for comparison. Fig. 6 depicts the structure of the monolayer after relaxation showing the position of each of the two inequivalent molecules in the unit cell. We model the system using a \(\frac{6}{5}\) surface unit cell which has an area of 247 Å² (See supplementary material).

Calculations with the PBE+vdWsurf method result in an adsorption height of 3.19 Å for the C backbone, underestimating the experimental result of 3.34 Å by approximately 0.15 Å. The positions of the O atoms were not measured in experiment due to an overlap of Au Auger lines with the O 1s core level. The results suggest a minor distortion of the C backbone as shown by \(\Delta C = -0.05\) Å. The negative sign in \(\Delta C\) indicates that the C atoms belonging to the functional groups are located at a higher position than the C atoms of the perylene core. This fact is also reflected in the average position of the O atoms which is around 0.4 Å higher than the average C backbone position. The anhydride O atoms are located around 0.09 Å higher than the C backbone. Overall, the large adsorption height of the monolayer confirms a relatively weak interaction of the molecule with the surface in comparison to adsorption on Ag surfaces.
TABLE X. Adsorption energy $E^{\Theta}_{\text{ad}}$, given in eV, for PTCDA on Au(111) at a coverage $\Theta$ of 1.0 ML and $\Theta = 0.5$ ML using the PBE+vdW$_{\text{surf}}$ method. $E^{\Theta}_{\text{ad}}$ is the adsorption energy calculated with the PTCDA monolayer as reference whereas $E^{\Theta}_{\text{ad(gas)}}$ is the adsorption energy calculated with respect the molecule in gas phase as reference (see the supplemental material for details on the adsorption model).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\Theta$ [ML]</th>
<th>$E^{\Theta}_{\text{ad}}$</th>
<th>$E^{\Theta}_{\text{ad(gas)}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>3.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of the topmost metal layer by 3%, the difference between theory and experiment is reduced to less than 0.1 Å. Although the correct superstructure of the monolayer including the domain boundaries cannot be achieved by any state-of-the-art modeling, the good agreement between theory and experiment suggests that the lateral arrangement of the molecule is strong due to the intermolecular interactions; thus the effect of the exact superstructure of the monolayer on the adsorption height should be minimal. This fact has also been indicated in experimental studies.$^{240,243}$

We have previously estimated the PBE+vdW$_{\text{surf}}$ adsorption energy of PTCDA on Au(111) to be approximately 2.4 eV per molecule for the case of the adsorbed monolayer$^{17}$ and a value between 2.23 and 2.17 eV for the case of a single adsorbed molecule.$^{127}$ In this work, we have calculated the adsorption energy per molecule for two different coverages $\Theta$ of 1.0 and 0.5 ML using the above-mentioned ( $\frac{5}{3}$ $\frac{5}{3}$ ) surface unit cell (see Tab. X). The quantity $E^{\Theta}_{\text{ad}}$ does not consider the formation of the monolayer in its definition of adsorption energy, whereas $E^{\Theta}_{\text{ad(gas)}}$ does (see the supplemental material for details on the adsorption model).

TPD analysis retrieves the adsorption energy in the limit of low coverage. With this in mind, we have calculated PTCDA on Au(111) with $\Theta$ of 0.60, 0.45, 0.30, and 0.15 ML in order to compare the calculated value of the adsorption energy in the limit of low coverage with the experimental result (see Tab. XI and also Ref. 238). For these results, we have modelled the system using a larger unit cell with an area of 824 Å$^2$ and a slab with three Au layers, as described in the supplemental material. Notably, at $\Theta = 0.15$, the difference between $E^{\Theta}_{\text{ad}}$ and $E^{\Theta}_{\text{ad(gas)}}$ amounts to only 0.04 eV. We take this coverage value as the limit of low coverage for our calculations. Taking the average value between $E^{\Theta}_{\text{ad}}$ and $E^{\Theta}_{\text{ad(gas)}}$ at $\Theta = 0.15$, the adsorption energy at the limit of the single molecule is 2.15 eV. This value will be slightly increased if we consider a small correction due to the number of layers in the surface slab. In comparison to the experimental result$^{245}$, the PBE+vdW$_{\text{surf}}$ adsorption energy is overestimated by approximately 0.20 eV. Our current research indicates that this overestimation is related to the absence of many-body dispersion effects (see Ref. 129).

The inclusion of many-body dispersion effects will reduce the overbinding found in pairwise vdW-inclusive methods, yielding an improvement, for instance, in the adsorption energy.

C. PTCDA on Cu(111)

**Experimental Data** The experimental information of PTCDA on Cu(111) is not as extensive as in the cases of Ag and Au. The adsorption unit cell of the system is larger in comparison to Ag and Au due to the smaller lattice constant of Cu. It was characterized by Wagner et al.$^{247}$ with STM experiments, where they found two coexisting ordered structures. One corresponds to a (4 × 5) superstructure and the other one is commensurate with respect to the substrate with two molecules per surface unit cell. The lateral arrangement of the molecules in the monolayer, nevertheless, is not yet fully understood. The bonding distance of the monolayer on Cu(111) was studied by Gerlach et al.$^{248}$ using the NIXSW technique. They found the monolayer in terms of the carbon backbone of the molecule, located at a distance of 2.66±0.02 Å with respect to the substrate. Their studies also include the adsorption distances of the chemically inequivalent oxygen atoms in PTCDA. The most striking fact of these studies is that the oxygen atoms are located above the carbon backbone of the molecule.

**Theoretical Data** We have investigated three possible adsorption structures with the PBE+vdW$_{\text{surf}}$ method, derived by Romaner et al.$^{249}$, which are based on experimental data.$^{247}$ These structures correspond to different surface unit cells and lateral placement of the molecules within the monolayer structure. Structure 1 corresponds to a smaller surface unit cell than the one proposed by Wagner et al.$^{247}$. Structure 2 corresponds to the experimental surface unit cell,$^{247}$ whereas structure 3 corresponds to a different, plausible surface unit cell with the same area as structure 2. The features of these structures are summarized in the supplemental material.

Tab. XII shows the average vertical distance of each species in the PTCDA molecule with respect to the topmost unrelaxed substrate layer. The maximum difference in the adsorption distance of the carbon backbone among

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\Theta$ [ML]</th>
<th>$E^{\Theta}_{\text{ad}}$</th>
<th>$E^{\Theta}_{\text{ad(gas)}}$</th>
<th>Exp.$^{245}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^{18}$ lim $\Theta \to 0$
the three structures is approximately 0.07 Å, which is found between structures 1 and 3; while a similar difference of 0.06 Å is found between structures 2 and 3. The calculations show, however, that the adsorption distance in structure 3 agrees remarkably better (deviation of 0.02 Å) with the NIXSW results. On the other hand, the final positions of the oxygen atoms disagree with the experimental results regardless of the structure of the substrate. The averaged position of the carboxylic oxygen atoms are below the carbon backbone, which is in contrast to the findings of Gerlach et al.\textsuperscript{248}

We have also investigated the stability of each structure by calculating the adsorption energy for each case at monolayer coverage. We have considered both the monolayer and the gas phase molecule as reference. The results are summarized in Tab. XII, showing that structure 3 is the most favorable with respect to the adsorption energy per molecule $E_{ad}^{(ML)}$ with the monolayer as reference; while structures 1 and 2 are nearly degenerate.

The fact that the formation of the monolayer from gas phase brings the adsorption energy closer together in the three cases and the structural differences observed in the structures investigated are evident that the influence of the lateral placement of the molecules and its relation to the surface unit cell cannot be ignored. A more in-depth research in this regard is part of ongoing efforts. The structural and energetic results also suggest that effects beyond the atomic scale might be at play in the monolayer formation of PTCDA on Cu(111), for example, the statistical average of ordered structures which have subtle structural differences.

**XI. NITROGEN-CONTAINING SYSTEMS ON METAL SURFACES**

**A. Azobenzene on Ag(111) and Au(111) surfaces**

*Experimental Data* Azobenzene (AB, see Fig. 3(i)) and its derivatives adsorbed at metal surfaces have been extensively studied experimentally because of the potential use of its photo-isomerization ability in molecular switching devices\textsuperscript{250–253}. STM studies have shown that AB molecules adsorbed at Au(111) preferentially adsorb in stripe patterns with molecules stacked orthogonal to the molecular axis\textsuperscript{250,252,254}. These parallel stripes can be transformed to a zig-zag phase using STM bias scanning\textsuperscript{254}. In doing so, a fully packed zig-zag monolayer at higher coverages can be created. TPD measurements reveal desorption temperatures of about 400 and 440 K for AB adsorbed at low coverage on Ag(111) and Au(111), respectively. On both surfaces the molecule forms multilayers and can be desorbed without fragmentation. Using King’s method\textsuperscript{256} of TPD analysis this amounts to 1.02 ± 0.06 and 1.00 ± 0.15 eV adsorption energy per molecule on Ag(111) and Au(111)\textsuperscript{117,118}. A detailed analysis of adsorption structure and vertical height of AB on Ag(111) has been performed by Mercurio et al. using NIXSW measurements\textsuperscript{27,117}. Using a Fourier vector analysis in conjunction with DFT\textsuperscript{50} it was found that the vertical adsorption height of the central nitrogen atoms (at 210 K) is 2.97 ± 0.05 Å and the central dihedral angle between the nitrogen bridge and the neighboring carbon atoms deviates $-0.7 ± 2.7^\circ$ from a flat arrangement. The outer phenyl rings are tilted by $17.7 ± 2.4^\circ$ with respect to the surface as a result of the tilted, stacked AB arrangement. Although no such thorough analysis exists for AB on Au(111), STM topographs suggest a similar arrangement.

*Theoretical Data* AB adsorbed at Ag(111) and Au(111) has been studied in the low coverage limit using non-dispersion corrected PBE\textsuperscript{255}, different dispersion-inclusive functionals incl. PBE+vdW\textsuperscript{surf} 27,50,116,117,256, and vdW-DF\textsuperscript{107}. Adsorption on both surfaces is largely governed by dispersion interactions and description with a pure PBE functional yields almost no interaction energy. Employing pairwise dispersion-correction schemes such as the PBE-D2 scheme\textsuperscript{98} leads to a stable adsorption geometry, however at largely overestimated adsorption height and strong overbinding. In the case of AB at Ag(111) described with vdW-DF, the interaction energy is found to be close to experiment (0.98 eV\textsuperscript{107}), however the vertical adsorption height is 0.5 Å larger than what is found in experiment. The most stable adsorption of AB occurs with the azobridge positioned above a bridge site of the (111)-facet\textsuperscript{255}, the structure is shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b). The adsorption energy and adsorption height as described by PBE+vdW\textsuperscript{surf} is summarized in Tab. XIII. The calculations have been performed in a (6 × 4) surface unit cell using a 4-layer metal slab\textsuperscript{116}. For both AB at Ag(111) and Au(111), even with ef-
effectively included substrate screening via vdWsurf, the overbinding is sizeable, as reflected in an underestimation of adsorption height and overestimation of adsorption energies when compared to experiment. The extent of this overestimation is significantly larger for adsorption energies when compared to experiment. The extent of adsorption height and overestimation of adsorption interactions is sizeable, as reflected in an underestimation of the binding energy as observed in the NIXSW and TPD measurements of AB on Ag(111)27. When considering higher coverages and correcting for anharmonic changes to the geometry at higher temperature, the agreement between experiment and theory is drastically improved (see Tab. XIII line AB/Ag(111) T=210 K). Its molecular flexibility and sizeable changes in geometry and interaction energy as a function of coverage make AB an especially challenging benchmark system to an accurate description of dispersion interactions. At the PBE+vdWsurf level, the adsorption energies are overestimated by about 70 to 40% when compared to TPD experiments. When accounting for finite-temperature effects in the case of AB/Ag(111) the deviations in the description of adsorption energies on both substrates are very similar (33 vs. 40%). An accurate description of the binding energy as observed in TPD experiments has recently been achieved using explicit ab initio molecular dynamics simulation of the desorption process26.

B. TBA on Ag(111) and Au(111) surfaces

Experimental Data TBA adsorbed at Ag(111) and Au(111) has been modelled in a (6 × 5) surface unit cell with 4 layers of metal256. The most stable lateral adsorption site, similar as in the AB case is the bridge site, with the molecular axis significantly bent around the central azo-bridge (25 and 14° torsion away from a flat plane on Ag(111) and Au(111)). The TB legs are simulated facing two methyl groups towards the surface. The resulting adsorption energies and geometries are shown in Tab. XIII. Whereas the adsorption height (experimentally only measured for TBA/Ag(111)) is in good agreement, adsorption energies are overestimated by about 70 and 30% for adsorption at Ag(111) and Au(111), which is almost identical to what is found for AB adsorbed at these surfaces. The significantly larger overestimation on Ag(111) suggests, similarly as in the case of AB/Ag(111) an increased relevance of finite-temperature effects leading to an apparent adsorption geometry at larger distances from the surface. The higher relevance of finite-temperature effects on Ag(111) surfaces can be understood by the coexistence of dispersion interactions between the TB legs, the phenyl groups and the substrate and small covalent interaction contributions between the central azo bridge and the metal substrate.

XII. GENERAL DISCUSSION

The adsorption geometry and adsorption energy of an adsorbate on a surface is determined by a number of different contributions: (1) long-range correlations such as dispersion interaction between adsorbate and surface, (2) covalent contributions between chemically active groups at closer distance, (3) the energetic penalty due to geometrical distortion upon adsorption, (4) the Pauli exchange repulsion due to overlapping electron densities, and (5) the attractive or repulsive lateral interactions between adsorbates. All of the above contributions have
Metal surfaces. AB/Ag(111) T=210 K refers to simulation data that has been corrected for finite-temperature effects.

TABLE XIII. Adsorption Energy (in eV) and perpendicular heights of Nitrogen atoms (in Å) for AB and TBA adsorbed on surf(Bz/Ag(111) and Bz/Pt(111)), DFT+vdW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>E_{ad}</th>
<th>d_{N-Me}</th>
<th>E_{ad}</th>
<th>d_{N-Me}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AB/Ag(111)</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>±0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB/Ag(111) T=210 K</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB/An(111)</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>±0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBA/Ag(111)</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>±0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBA/An(111)</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>±0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experimental references on the adsorption geometry exist of the molecule. Based on the few cases, where ex-π-electron distribution through the aromatic faces such as Pt(111) and a more spatially polarizable contributions and geometrical distortions on reactive surfaces such as Pt(111) and a more spatially polarizable electron distribution through the aromatic π-conjugation of the molecule. Based on the few cases, where experimental references on the adsorption geometry exist (Bz/Ag(111) and Bz/Pt(111)), DFT+vdWsurf appears to correctly describe these systems. The corresponding MAD of 0.06 Å is comparable to the accuracy achieved for xenon adsorption on metals. However, the description of the adsorption energy with DFT+vdWsurf is significantly worse (MAD of 0.23 eV). Throughout all systems DFT+vdWsurf leads to overbinding of the adsorbate, which is more pronounced for the larger Np than for Bz. For the latter the MAD is only 0.09 eV.

Functional groups with sulfur and oxygen for example may engage in surface bonds that are stronger than the average C–metal interaction. On the other hand nitrogen atoms may exhibit an overall weaker interaction.

Aromatic adsorbates such as benzene and naphthalene introduce additional aspects such as covalent contributions and geometrical distortions on reactive surfaces such as Pt(111) and a more spatially polarizable electron distribution through the aromatic π-conjugation of the molecule. Based on the few cases, where experimental references on the adsorption geometry exist (Bz/Ag(111) and Bz/Pt(111)), DFT+vdWsurf appears to correctly describe these systems. The corresponding MAD of 0.06 Å is comparable to the accuracy achieved for xenon adsorption on metals. However, the description of the adsorption energy with DFT+vdWsurf is significantly worse (MAD of 0.23 eV). Throughout all systems DFT+vdWsurf leads to overbinding of the adsorbate, which is more pronounced for the larger Np than for Bz. For the latter the MAD is only 0.09 eV. This may be an indication that the complex long-range interaction of the polarizable adsorbate/substrate complex cannot be mapped onto effective pairwise-additive contributions.

The overbinding as observed for small and intermediate aromatic molecules seems to be somewhat decoupled from the description of the adsorption geometry. This be-
in adsorption height of 0.08 Å that is comparable to the above systems featuring considerably simpler chemistry. The largest deviation can be found for the O–Cu distance in PTCDA/Cu(111) with a discrepancy of 0.19 Å when compared to experiment. An experimental estimate for the adsorption energy only exists for PTCDA/Au(111), which is overestimated by DFT+vdWsurf by 0.22 eV. The adsorption energy of PTCDA/Ag(111) has recently been estimated from TPD measurements of a smaller analogue called NTCDA to be in the range of 1.4 to 2.1 eV. The DFT+vdWsurf value for dilute coverage is larger than this estimate. However, there are several different disputed estimates in literature. An accurate experimental reference value for the adsorption energy of PTCDA on Ag(111) that can settle this dispute remains to be measured.

Another important aspect of functional groups on the adsorption of aromatic molecules is the emergence of lateral intermolecular interactions such as hydrogen bonds. In the case of PTCDA, the carboxylic oxygens in the molecule form hydrogen bonds with the neighboring molecules and thereby generate the herringbone pattern that is characteristic of the monolayer formation of PTCDA on coinage metals. This fact is initially independent of the interaction with the substrate since PTCDA forms crystals with layered molecular stacks in which the ordering pattern of the molecules in each layer is that of a herringbone arrangement closely related to the one found in the monolayer. There is, nevertheless, an effect on the ordering of the monolayer on each substrate which depends on the adsorbate-substrate interaction. This can be related to the degree of commensurability between the lattice parameters of the substrate bulk and those of the stacking layer of the organic crystal. This leads to the formation of a commensurate monolayer on Ag(111) and a point-on-line coincidence on Au(111). In the case of Cu(111), the mismatch leads to different adsorption sites for oxygen atoms yielding a different distortion in each molecule forming the monolayer, which is reflected in the large discrepancy between experiment and calculation and the low coherent fraction for the carboxylic oxygens found in the NIXSW experiments. Metal-adsorbed PTCDA also nicely exemplifies the importance of intermolecular interactions and their contribution to the total adsorption energy. As shown above the adsorption energy varies strongly as a function of coverage and a correct simulation model of the experimental overlayer structure is extremely important to arrive at an accurate first-principles adsorption energy.

Contrary to the cases of Thp and PTCDA, the diazo groups in AB and TBA do not strongly interact with Ag(111) and Au(111) surfaces and also contribute to the π-conjugation of the molecule. More importantly, the central azo bridge in the molecule makes it inherently flexible, which translates into a strongly anharmonic binding component in the adsorbate/substrate complex. The result is a strong temperature dependence of adsorbate geometry and energetics and a large discrepancy in both height and adsorption energy. MADs for AB and TBA 0 K adsorption models are 0.57 Å and 0.68 eV, respectively, when compared to finite-temperature experimental results. Whereas anharmonic finite-temperature correction of the adsorbate geometry leads to an excellent agreement of simulated and measured adsorption height, the adsorption energy remains 0.31 eV overestimated – a deviation that is in line with the above studied systems.

When we combine the DFT+vdWsurf results for the whole dataset of vertical adsorption heights and adsorption energies we arrive at MADs of 0.11 Å and 0.26 eV. However, if we exclude the 0 K models of metal-adsorbed AB and TBA and only include the finite-temperature corrected AB/Ag(111) the MADs are 0.06 Å for 23 different vertical adsorption heights and 0.16 eV for 17 different adsorption energies (see supplemental material for details). The latter results reflect the same accuracy throughout the dataset and support the assessment that DFT+vdWsurf yields a reliable description of adsorption geometries, however, at the same time appears to systematically overestimate adsorption energetics of systems more complex than rare-gas atoms. The here presented dataset of 23 vertical adsorption heights and 17 adsorption energies of different HIOSs establishes a comprehensive benchmark and may serve as a tool for the assessment of current and future electronic structure methods.

XIII. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We have presented results for the structure and stability of a series of HIOSs using a dispersion-inclusive DFT-based method that can reliably describe a wide range of interactions including covalent bonding, electrostatic interactions, Pauli repulsion, and vdW interactions. The noticeable improvement in the calculation of adsorption distances and energies that we have observed with the DFT+vdWsurf method compared to other pairwise-additive dispersion-corrected methods indicates the importance of the inclusion of the collective screening effects present in the substrate for the calculation of vdW interactions, with particular importance in the case of organic-metal interfaces. From a general perspective, however, there are still many important aspects left to consider in order to achieve both quantitative and predictive power in the simulation of the structure and stability of complex interfaces.

Throughout the here discussed dataset, DFT+vdWsurf yields a slight overestimation of adsorption energies. We relate this to the fact that the complex adsorbate/substrate interactions in systems beyond simple rare-gas atoms cannot be effectively captured in a pairwise-additive dispersion scheme and a more explicit account of many-body long-range correlation contributions is necessary. This could be achieved by incorporating the collective response of the combined adsor-
bate/substrate system, rather than the effective inclusion of the substrate response alone.\textsuperscript{260} High-level quantum-chemistry methods or many-body methods such as the Random Phase Approximation (RPA) for the correlation energy could be used for this purpose. These approaches, however, either perform well for isolated molecules or periodic surfaces, but are rarely applicable for the combined system. Recent results on Xe and PTCDA adsorption at Ag(111)\textsuperscript{425,426} suggest that the many-body description of dispersion interactions at the level of the DFT+MBD method\textsuperscript{63,262} may be an efficient approach to remedy the intrinsic overbinding in DFT+vdW. The DFT+MBD method may thereby significantly improve the description of adsorption energies, geometries of flexible systems, and vibrational properties of HIOSs.

Another equally important challenge for future methods will be a more sophisticated account of local correlation and exchange effects beyond a semi-local exchange-correlation treatment. Range-separated hybrid functionals\textsuperscript{421} screened second order exchange methods\textsuperscript{262}, and recent many-body perturbation theory approaches\textsuperscript{89,263,264} in combination with methods that provide long-range dispersion interactions may provide the necessary accuracy to correctly reproduce the charge-distribution at the molecule/surface interface, the molecular level alignment, and the correct surface potential decay.

The here reviewed representative set of 23 adsorption heights and 17 adsorption energies for HIOSs may be an efficient approach to remedy the intrinsic overbinding in DFT+vdW. The DFT+MBD method may thereby significantly improve the description of adsorption energies, geometries of flexible systems, and vibrational properties of HIOSs.
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